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THE IMPACT OF UNIT COST REDUCTIONS ON GROSS PROFIT: INCREASING OR DECREASING RETURNS?
Ely DAHAN and V. SRINIVASANWhen surveyed about the impact of unit
manufacturing cost reductions on gross
profit, most managers assume that returns
will either be diminishing, i.e., that the first
cent of unit cost reduction will generate
more incremental gross profit than the last
cent of unit cost savings, consistent with the
economic intuition about diminishing
returns, or linearly increasing in unit cost
reduction.
The present paper shows why gross profits
actually increase in a convex fashion
under typical demand assumptions,
providing increasing returns with each
additional cent of reduction in unit
manufacturing cost. The intuition is that if
q units are sold at the current price, the
first cent of unit cost reduction increases
the gross profits by q cents. But furthercost reductions bring about greater pricing
flexibility so that the optimal price
decreases, thereby increasing the
quantity to q’. Thus, the last cent of cost
reduction produces an incremental profit
of q’ cents, where q’ > q. The convex
returns are captured graphically in the
‘profit saddle’, a simple plot of gross profit
as a function of unit cost and unit price.
Decreasing unit costs produce additional
returns from learning curve effects,
reduced per unit channel costs, quality
improvements, and strategic
considerations.
A majority of managers believe in
decreasing or linear returns over increasing
returns, possibly because in both business
schools and corporations, marketing and
cost reduction are considered separatedisciplines, and are not sufficiently
integrated; the subjects also seem
relatively less attractive.
Cost reduction has traditionally been the
purview of the manufacturing function, and
has been emphasised in the later phases of
the product-process life cycle. Marketing
managers, on the other hand, have focused
on generating sales revenues through
pricing, product positioning, promotion,
and channel placement. The present paper
suggests that the traditional view be
questioned. The marketing function, and
new product planning in particular, may
want to consider unit manufacturing cost
reduction a potent tool in pricing new
products for marketing success. Business
schools may want to integrate the two more
tightly.MARKET-IMPLIED RISK-NEUTRAL PROBABILITIES, ACTUAL PROBABILITIES, CREDIT RISK AND NEWS
Shashidhar MURTHYCredit market participants use two types of
default probabilities: actual probabilities of
default (APDs) and so-called market-implied
risk-neutral probabilities of default (RNPDs).
APDs represent measures of likely default in
the real world; these are implicit in
assessments of credit-worthiness by rating
agencies. Market-implied RNPDs are inferred
from observed bond yields. Since a credit-
sensitive security’s yield spread compensates
investors for expected actual default losses
and also pays a risk premium, an RNPD must
reflect information contained in its APD
counterpart and also a risk premium.
We draw attention to pre-crisis corporate
bond data contained in Hull et al (2005)which shows that RNPD/APD ratios varied
from about 17 to about 1 in the cross-
section of ratings classes. Put differently,
while an Aaa-rated bond was only 1/60th as
likely to default compared to a Ba-rated
one, market prices implied that insurance
against default of the Aaa was only about 1/
8th as cheap. Prior research has shown, in
a Merton (1974) framework, that the
significance of risk premia relative to
expected losses increases as credit quality
improves. We show that rationalisation of
this observed regularity is robust to
alternative model specifications but it can
only be expected to occur for the average
bond and not universally.The economic intuition underlying the
preceding phenomenon that we clarify
has further implications. Bonds with low
APDs should, on average, be more
sensitive to macro news than their ‘less
safe’ counterparts because the former
carry more systematic risk. They default
infrequently, but these rare or so-called
tail risks have historically been priced to
reflect more than simply their odds of
occurrence. Furthermore, those who did
not understand this phenomenon and
sought high yields through leveraged
purchases of investment grade securities
suffered losses in the recent credit
crisis.
